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Research funding goes to rich clubs
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Science is an enterprise driven fundamentally
by social relations and dynamics (1). Thanks
to comprehensive bibliometric datasets on
scientific production and the development
of new tools in network science in the past
decade, traces of these relations can now be
analyzed in the form of citation and coauthorship networks, shedding light on the
complex structure of scientific collaboration
patterns (2, 3), on reputation effects (4), and
even on the development of entire fields (5,
6). What about funding, however? How do
the available funding options influence with
whom we collaborate? Are there elite institutions that get more than others? Additionally, how is the funding landscape changing?
In PNAS, Ma et al. (7) explore a dataset of
43,000 projects funded by the Engineering
and Physical Sciences Research Council, a
major government body of research funding
in the United Kingdom, offering a unique
perspective on these questions. In a longitudinal data analysis covering three decades, Ma
et al. (7) shed light into the relations between
funding landscapes and scientific collaborations. The study finds increasing inequality
over time on two levels: First, an elite circle
of academic institutions tends to overattract
funding, and, second, the very same institutions prefer to collaborate with each other.
To quantify the elitism in academic collaborations, Ma et al. (7) make use of methods from network science that have become
indispensable in the analysis of complex systems (8). Their main metric measures the
so-called “rich club” phenomenon (9) which
indicates the tendency of nodes with many
connections to form a tightly interconnected
community (Fig. 1). Because many natural
systems exhibit rich clubs, such as the physical structure of the Internet (10), various
social systems, or the neural connections of
the brain (11), finding one in a collaboration
network is not alarming, per se, if the consequences are understood. Being a member of a
rich club, on the one hand, implies having
easy access to the other elite members in the
system; on the other hand, it can provide a
strategic position of brokerage standing between nonelite members of different communities. Using an appropriate network measure,
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1520118112

Ma et al. (7) indeed find increasing brokerage
of top-funded universities in the United
Kingdom over time, potentially boosting
their power over controlling access to opportunities apart from being well-connected.
Should we be worried about these developments? The answer is not yet clear, because
elite institutions like Imperial College London
not only attract more funding but also produce research with higher impact (7). It is
clear, however, that the approach of Ma
et al. (7) is an important step in our ability
to inform policy makers competently on the
consequences of their funding strategies. For
example, in times of “Big Science” projects
with highly focused investments, such as the
European Commission’s V1-billion flagship
program, failure can lead to a more abrupt
loss of resources (12).
By bringing institutions into the spotlight,
Ma et al. (7) complement our former understanding of collaboration patterns from
mere coauthorship (2–6). Especially nowadays,
with the growing size and interdisciplinarity
of research teams (13, 14), their approach
advances the way toward a more comprehensive framework of success and of team formation in research. With scientists spending
considerable time on grant applications (15),
increased transparency and scrutiny of the
structure of research funding certainly seems
a reasonable path toward improving the scientific enterprise. Similar to the open access
movement in research publishing, it might
reduce unnecessary obstacles and wasteful
spending, and it could help to identify and
remove the bottlenecks that hinder the funneling of resources toward the scientific talents in most need of financial support.
The quantitative and systematic assessment of research funding is a highly novel
approach that has recently brought to light
worrisome phenomena in resource allocation
with the potential to stifle important scientific developments. For example, evaluators
in grant committees systematically give lower
scores to proposals that are closer to their
own areas of expertise and to those proposals
that are too novel (16). On the positive side,
better peer review scores in grant proposal
evaluations are consistently associated with

Rich club

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of a rich club, adapted
from Sporns (11). This network structure indicates the
tendency of nodes with high centrality (yellow) to form a
tightly interconnected community. Members of the rich
club can act as brokers between nodes that belong to
different communities (white). Rich clubs are found in
diverse systems, including the network of scientific collaborations between academic institutions studied by Ma
et al. (7). In this case, the rich club implies a close circle of
elite institutions that have increased power to control the
access to information or to funding opportunities.

better research outcomes, demonstrating that,
altogether, peer review indeed generates reliable information about the quality of applications that may not be available otherwise (17).
In any case, continued large-scale analyses of
the funding process will continue to allow us
to uncover hidden biases and provide us with
the tools for correcting them.
Mining datasets of funded research proposals is just one of the many essential steps
toward this goal. To uncover the socioeconomic mechanisms behind knowledge production in science, we must connect the dots
between several phenomena, from the mobility of scientists (18) to the spread of ideas (19).
Also, what are the dynamics of success in science: How and why do we cite others? Are
there regional, gender-based, or other biases
that influence the way we hire faculty (20)
or quantify impact, thereby distorting the fair
allocation of funding? If the opening of new
data sources and the data mining advances in
the past decade are any indication, answers to
these questions will soon arrive, to the significant betterment of science as a whole.
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